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Abstract

The main goals, ideas and the programme of JUST, spherical tokamak (ST)
for the plasma burn investigation, are presented. The place and prospects of JUST
in thermonuclear investigations are discussed.

Introduction

At present in the world about ten devices (HSE, ROTOMAK, FBX-II,
SPHEX, START, TS-3, HIT, CDX-U), named spherical tokamaks (ST) are in
operation. Impressive success of this direction, specially results, achieved on
START device, and potential advantages of low-aspect tokamaks have resulted in
developing of work on creation of devices of the following generation.

At present, ST with plasma current of scale 1 MA (GLOBUS-M, MAST,
FAT, NSTX, USTX) are being developed and constructed.

Fast dynamics of ST direction development, low in comparison with usual
tokamaks of significant limiting factors (capital costs, required power
consumption, time duration for build) make urgent development and creation of
device of reactor scale with plasma current IP ~ 10 MA, on which breakeven and
thermonuclear burning modes can be achieved.

It is necessary to note the following important circumctances:
1. The results, which will be obtained on existing ST and on the following

generation of devices, such as GLOBUS-M, MAST, STX and etc., can allow to
specify modes of operations of JUST device, to change a features of JUST design,
and to work out the research programme in detail.

2. When designing, a number of JUST systems should be executed as"base"
or "modular". It means, that used decisions and construction's principles can be
hereinafter base for the subsequent modernization of JUST device and future
experimental ST-reactor concept creation.

3. Expenditures of the structure of JUST complex can be essentially reduced
while creating it in scientific centres with already well advanced infrastructure.
The unique situation in this respect is of Troitsk Institute for Innovation's &
Thermonuclear Researches (TRINITI), there power site of above 300 MW
capacity, an experimental hall with biological shield, tritium system designed for
work with tritium mass up to 10 g and developed infrastructure are existing now.
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Parametrical analysis

The level of approaching to the reactor parameters can be characterized by
factor Q = PFUS/PAUX - ratio of thermonuclear power PFUS t o plasma
heating power PAUX-

In the deuterium-tritium experiments on the largest existing tokamaks with
strong auxiliary plasma heating the achieved value of Q-factor is about 0.3, see
Table 1.

Table 1
Values of Q-factor achieved in the experiments

PAUX, MBT

P R IS, MBT

0

TFTR / I /
39:5
10.7
0.27

JET m
15.3

1.8 --> 4.5#

0.12 --> 0.3#

# - recalculation from 10 % tritium contain (experiment) to 50 %.

So the transition to the regimes with Q « 1 (breakeven) and specially with Q =
2-5 (regime close to self-maintaining burn) is the task of the next generation of
tokamaks.

The main goal of parametrical analysis of JUST is determination of "pay" for
the achieving the range Q > 1 in spherical tokamak configurations. PARVNS
code / 3 / was used under analysis.

R GW

2 3 0 1 2 3

Fig. 1. Parameter Q = PFUS/PAUX influence on tokamak power supply at different
values of aspect ratio A and plasma major radius R, W s Z.1?
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Fig.2. Parameter Q influence on plasma current Ip , toroidal field on the axis Bto
and averaged neutron wall flux PN • R = 1.7 m, A = 1.5, k = 2.5, PN = 3
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Fig.3. Parameter Q influence on normalized beta value
R = 1.7 M, A = 1.5, k = 2.5, Bto =1.34 T

and neutron flux pN
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Calculations show, that reduction of power site consumption PE corresponds to
and kg$ increasing and q95 decreasing ( P N is the normalized plasma beta,

IC95 is the plasma elongation, q95 is the safety factor). The upper limit of P N and
IC95 was fixed at the levels PN = 3 and k95=2.5 . The dependence q95(A) of
minimum safety factor value from the aspect ratio corresponds to the Hender
approach /4 / . The value of auxiliary heating power PAUX is 15 MW. It is assumed
that central inductor gives ~ 60 % of the total flux swing.

The dependence of power site consumption PE from Q, A and major plasma
radius R is shown in Fig.l. Very high value of Pz at low aspect ratio A < 1.3
corresponds to the strong increasing of: power heating of the central inductor and
problems with placing , mechanical strength and heat removal from the central
kern (central inductor OH and inner part of the TF coils. It is necessary the sharp
decreasing of OH coils magnetic flux for the decreasing of Pz at low aspect ratio.
The main task of the flux creation in this case can be transferred on the external
poloidal field coils. But attempts to solve this task (at 15-20 % level of OH coils
flux) come up against the difficulties with vertical and MHD plasma stability
during the current rise phase. So, under JUST design, it is considered that
approximately equal input to the total flux from OH coils and external poloidal
coils is reasonable.

Aspect ratio and plasma major radius increasing also help to decrease P£ and
problems with the central kern.

But on the way of aspect ratio increasing some important advantages of low
aspect tokamaks are to be lost. Namely for medium-to-high aspect ratio A > 1.8 -
2 and for Q ~ 1 difficulties with plasma heating by a-particles appears (in this
case IP - minimal current, necessary for the confinement). It is important to note
that with aspect ratio decreasing natural plasma elongation increases and
configuration with "natural" divertor is formed.

This consideration results the selection of the aspect ratio value A = 1.5.
Analysis show that it is necessary to have the major radius R « 1.7 m for the
achieving of Q = 3 at the level of Ps ~ 300 MW.

The dependence from Q of the plasma current Ip, the toroidal magnetic field
at the plasma axis Bt and the average neutron flux on the first wall (during the
plasma burn) pn is shown in Fig.2 for fixed values of A = 1.5, kg5 =2.5, q95 « 3,
pN = 3 and R = 1.7.

In the range PN > 4, further increasing of Q can be achieved up to transition to
the self-maintaining regime. The respective dependence of Q(PN) at fixed
toroidal magnetic field Bt = 1.34 T is shown in Fig.3.

In the result, the conceptual parameters of JUST for PN ~ 3, Q ~ 2-3 are shown
in Table 2.
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JUST preliminary parameters
Table 2

Plasma major radius, R [m]
Plasma aspect ratio, A
Plasma minor radius, a [ml
Plasma elongation, k£5
Plasma safety factor, q95
Toroidal magnetic field on axis, Bt [Tl
Toroidal plasma beta, Pt [%]
Plasma current, Ip fMA]
Auxiliary heating power, Paux [MW]
Fusion power, Pfijs [MW]
Q - factor
Averaged neutron flux, pn MW/m
burn time, Atburn [seel
Plasma density, ne [10 m~J]
Plasma temperature, T [keVJ
Energy confinement time i£ , sec
Fuel

1.7
1.5
1.13
2.5
3.3
1.34
27
14
15
40
2.7
0.22
10

~0.6
10
1

d-t

Some details of concept and ideology of JUST tokamak

Tokamak JUST was planned as polyfunctional stand for work on:
- regimes, making conditions for breakeven achievement, transition into
burning and knowing of the limits of working parameters of installation;
- solving of the technical problems (perspective conceptions of divertor,
available and quickly rechangable units of inductor and inner part of TF
system, divertor plates, fuel cycle);
- technological problems (perspective materials, behaviour of material
properties at high neutron and heat fluxes).

The following principles are layed as the base concept of JUST project:

1. A number of JUST basic systems is supposed to make as modular blocks.
So, relatively to the divertor, this is understood as reservation of large enough
free space inside the vacuum chamber under poloidal divertor and a number
of big ports for simple and comfortable manipulations with different
perspective divertor equipment, this facilitates utilization of considerable
streams of energy. For a several periodically changable JUST systems, such as
central inductor and inner part of TF system, modular principle means both
possibility of changing and necessary modernisation of some constructive
elements of the installation. At least the placing and strengthening of the outer
coils of poloidal system must admit the changing of position for the
optimization of scenario of discharge. At that unchangable elements of
tokamak's construction are:
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- the main part of the vacuum chamber with ports for auxiliary heating
systems, diagnostics and service;
- outer part of toroidal system.

In this mean modular construction may appear to be the base for the
following development of the installation.

2. For the most of the JUST regimes of work the consecutive division on base
regime (or standart regime, to some extend) and advance regime are carried
out.

Base is the regime with Ip ~ 8 MA, normalized beta pN « 3, Q - 1, standart
configuration of divertor, pulse duration 1 - 3 s, energy confinement time
satisfy to H- mode (TE ~ TEH)-

Advanced is the regime with IP - 12-14 MA, pN > 4, Q > 2-3, divertor
configuration which simplify the heat removal (natural divertor etc.), pulse
duration up to 10-15 s, energy confinement time satisfy to VH-mode (TE -
XEVH)-

3. It is supposed the maximum using (during JUST design) the newest
elaborations and technologies, developed by Russian industry.

Breakdown! and the plasma start up

Plasma is accepted to be form near the outboard of the vacuum chamber and
it has the small initial size 2 ao < 0.5 m (see Fig.4).

Realisation of the breakdown by vortical electric field meet with difficulties
because of the strong limit on the stray field (< 5-10 Gauss) and securing the
plasma position localization.

Estimations show that the level of stray field in the plasma region of JUST
acieve 50 Gauss. In this case it is more reasonable to create fhe forplasma with
ECR assistance. The breakdown can be realized in the given volume with the
pressure of the neutral gas ~ 10'5 torr by cyclotron resonance of electrons.
Interaction of vertical magnetic field with Pfirsch-Schlutter current secure the
plasma equilibrium along the major radius.

During ECR assist discharge the increasing of the plasma density changes the
effectivity of the cyclotron absorbtion. The cyclotron mechanism of electron's
acceleration stop its work for the plasma density ne >0.01ncr because of the
plasma influence on the wave polarization. It is replaced by another mechanism
of absorbtion due to transformation of fast electromagnetic wave into the slow
plasma wave, which is intensively fading. Effectivity of absorbtion, associated with
the process of the wave transformation near the upper hybrid resonance, is closely
to unit for the plasma concentration up to critical one n^ ~ ncr if the wave doesn't
reflected on the way to resonance. In the result, the aggregate of this two
resonant mechanisms of absorbtion of electromagnetic waves (cyclotron type and
upper hybrid one) ensures the gas breakdown at low neutral gas pressure in the
required volume and form of the plasma due to ECR assist with r^ < ncr, which
fill up the region with co0 >©Be (©o is the wave circular frequency, ©Be is
electron Larmour frequency).
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Fig.4. JUST conceptual design. Cross section.
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For the gas breakdown in JUST tokamak in the region Re = 3.1 m the
hyrotron frequency is 20 GHz ( Xo ~ 1-5 sm). The source of ECR power heating
- 50-100 kW with time duration 10-20 ms is necessaryjbr the creation of plasma
with n e ~ 510 1 1 sm"3, T e ~ 50 eV in the volume ~ 10 sm .

Plasma, appropriate for scenario calculations, with closed magnetic surfaces is
formed, when plasma current achieve Ip ~ 30-50 kA, vertical magnetic field - 30-
50 Gauss and minor plasma radius ~ 0.2 m.

Discharge scenario

Standart variant of the plasma scenario during the current ramp-up phase with
using of Ejima formula / 5 / A¥RES =C Ejirm -uf R I p leads to resistive flux

consumption at the level of 10 Vs. In one's turn this allow to achieve the
maximum plasma current only about 8 MA. This value of Ip turn out to be near
the current Imjn , which is necessary for the fast a-particles confinement. It is
necessary to note, that in the standart variant of scenario, the velosity of current
rise dlp/dt is limited by speed of the plasma current penetration and does not
exceed, as a rule, the value 1 MA/s.

In advanced variant of scenario, it is supposed to increase dlp/dt up to the level
10 MA/s due to effect of current form layers and to decrease resistive flux down
the level 1.5-2 Vs. The development of such variant of scenario is one of the
principal point of JUST work. It is necessary to solve several tasks:

- choice the poloidal magnetic system (position and current scenario)
with the satisfaction of condition q95 > 2" for the whole scenario of
current rise -from the end of breakdown (Ip = 50 kA) up to the nominal
current;
- definition of the maximum plasma current for given inductor
construction;
- choice the geometry and materials of the passive stabilisation system,
which secure the plasma vertical stability.

DIN A code /6 / is used for the plasma parameters and dynamics calculations
for the free boundary propounding in 2D axisymmetrical geometry. It gives the
following results:

1. In the chosen geometry of the poloidal system it is possible to achieve the
plasma current rise up to the 14 MA. Under this the DN plasma configuration
is created with parameters: R = 1.7 m, A = 1.5, k95 = 2.5, 5 = 0.3, lj = 0.5,
PP =0.14 (5 is the plasma triangularity, lj is internal inductance, pP is the
plasma poloidal beta). The resistive flux on the burn phase must be not more
than 2 Vs.

2. The maximum value of the current in poloidal field coils does not exceed 8
MA; the maximum current in the central inductor is 60 MAturns. The
maximum field in the inner part of the central inductor is lower than 13 T.

3. The passive stabilisation structure can secure the characteristic time of vertical
plasma position instability at the level 10-100 ms.
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Fig.5. Magnetic field and plasma configuration for several characteristic moments of
current rise scenario in JUST device



The developing of the plasma scenario allows to closer define the poloidal coils
position and form, material and details of construction of the vacuum chamber
and of the passive stabilisation structure. Some characteristic points of the plasma
scenario are shown in Fig.5.

Plasma confinement

For the plasma parameters of JUST (Table 2) the result of calculation of the
necessary values of the confinement improvement factor H in relation to the
known L-mode scalings (see /5/) is shown in Table 3.

Table 3
Values of the confinement improvement factor H

Scaling
H
H*

ITER-P-89
2.5
2

Kaye-Goldston
1.6
1.3

Lackner-Gottardi
3.4
2.6

Here H - is the value of H under the condition, that a-particles heating does
not worse the plasma energy confinement.

It is interesting to note, that during last time on the DIII-D tokamak, with
dimensions and magnetic field values near to JUST ones, the now scaling was
acieved for the integral type parameter p"xE (see, for example /7/):

2R2

(P t E ) M A x - 5 • lO"4 •
S2R

where S=Ip"q\|//a"Bto is so called shaping.
For the JUST parameters S is «32-38 (if q^ ~ 3.3-4), so there is the possibility

to achieve p t E ~ 0.2-0.28. This product is near to the data of Table 2.

Plasma current drive

The current drive effectivity is characterised by the value
I P n R
TP,

[MA, 1020 m"3, m, keV, MW]
AUX

For the neutral beam, ECR or FMW current drive cases the value of n = 0.025-
0.03. That gives for the parameters of the Table 2 the necessary value of current
drive power about PcD ~ 30 MW (small value of bootstrap current - 0.2 is taken
into account). It is possible to decrease this value of power due to some
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20 3increasing of the ratio T/n. So if n ~ 0.4' 10 m" and T ~ 16 keV, the value
PCD decreases down to ~ 15 MW.

Conceptual analysis of the device design

Major elements of a device design namely vacuum chamber and
electromagnetic system consisting of toroidal (TF) and poloidal (PF) systems are
considered below. The sketch of one of possible variants of a general design of
JUST tokamak is represented on fig 4.

1. Toroidal system.

The design of a toroidal system should answer the following requirements:
- coils of a toroidal field shouild create By = 1.5... 1.7 T on radius R = 1.5

m;
- current in a separate coil should not exceed 250 kA;
- the quantity of coils should be not less than 24 (the field ripple must be

0.7% at the vessel wall and the 0.35% at the outer edge of a typical
plasma discharge);

- duration of a working puls - 20...30 s, temporary interval between working
pulses is not more than 30 minutes;

- the system of current streams should provide symmetry radial error field
relatively to equatorial plane | Br / Bj | < 10'4;

- the contact units should provide held down effort not less than 3 M Pa
and to provide safety of contact at all dynamic effects on a toroidal
magnetic system;

- the design of a toroidal system should be dismountable and to provide an
opportunity of realization of repair jobs;

It is supposed, that the toroidal system will consist from 48 consistently
connected turns. A current in it should be 240...250 kA. Each turn (see fig. 6)
consists of a central part (1), external part (3) and two compensatory plots (2),
serwing for indemnification of temperature expansion of an internal part, which
can make size up to 20 mm.

The external part of a turn represents type-setting water- cooling copper
conductor with a contour, close to instantless. Copper conductor is supposed to
conclude in an easy steel bearing skeleton. The geometrical parameters of external
parts of a turn should provide the reliable long-term work at current density in
conductors 10... 15 A/mm2, speed of water in channels 5...7 m/s, the heating of
copper - up to 25...35°C. A steel skeleton should provide nessesary rigidity and
strength of a design at all acting of electromagnetic, thermal and weight loads,
convenience of a device, opportunity of independent fastening of each external
part of a turn on the general base of frame, connection of all external parts of
turns in a uniform rigid system with the help of demountable horizontal straps
and top bandage. With the purpose of increasing transparency of the device it is
supposed to group external parts of turns in pairs.
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Fig.7. An external branch and internal rode of TF turn connection.
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In this case, distance between turns in an equatorial plane of the device will
make about 1 m. A central part of a turn looks like itself type-setting spiral-like
conductor, made from copper cooled rods. The internal parts of 48 turns of
toroidal system will form an external part of central pop. A winding coiner of an
internal part of each turn - 7.5°, i,e. corresponds to surrounding step of turns.
Consecutive connection of turns (see fig. 6) without using of the conventional
circuit with return turn and thus easily executed a high degree of symmetry
relatively to equatorial plane of radial components of error fields is achieved.

The electrical connection of external branches with internal rods can be
executed with the help of force contact on advanced contact surfaces with using
a load-bearing bandage from composyte material and wedge clamps (see fig. 7).
Use of water cooling is supposed for both: for internal, the most energy-tensed
parts of turns, as well as for external D-shaped sites. The preliminary estimated
account of the cooling system was made for limiting case - stationary mode.
Geometrical parameters of one internal rod: the length L = 9m; the total area of
cross-section current conducting elements - Sj = 2.44-10"3 m2; current density - j
= 98.2 A/mm2; summary area of cooling channels - So — 0.566 1O3 m2 ;
arrangement of channels of relative conductor - longitudinal; direction of current
of water in adjacent channels - is opposite. Released heat power (on one central
part of a turn) is approximately 3600 kW. At the mass charge of water - M = 8.5
kg/s; water- flow speed- Vf = 15 m/s; pressure difference AP = 8 MPa and a
temperature drop on a border "water- copper" - AT — 60°C a film heat transfer
coefficient will make ~ 37 kW/m2 C. At this parameters from condition of
thermal balance follows, that operating temperature of a centre part of a turn in a
ststionary mode should not exceed 150°C.

The external parts of turns cooling is not difficult, because current density
there is rather low (~10...15 A/mm2). However, the compulsory cooling using
permits essentially to reduce their dimentions, and so to increase "accessibility"
of the device.

2. Poloidal magnetic system.

PF consists of three subsystems: systems of excitation and maintenance of
plasma current - Ip ; systems for positioning the plasma radially and vertically
and for determing the plasma shape.

Most of difficulties while spherical tokamak developing, connected with
ohmic heating system creating. Therefore it is necessary to dwell on this question
in more details.

In considered device, the zone for ohmic heating solenoid accomodation is
limited in radius of 460 mm, and it must create maximum flux swing 10... 12 Vs.

The most perspective variant of OH solenoid design is considered the
following: a four- layers inductor, with each layer made from dual continuous
copper conductors with radial gaps between them and axial stream of cooling
water on these gaps (see fig. 8). The difficulties, arising when realization of
specified variant, first of all are as follows: availability of electrical contact of
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Fig.8. OH solenoid conceptual design.
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copper with a cooling liquid; necessity of providing a smoothness of an axial
channels walls, excluding cavitation; the water delivery & tap system complexity.

The more detailed study of a design and formulation of the technical
requirements to poloidal system in complete volume is possible after testing
accounts of plasma magnetic configurations equilibrium, according to the plasma
scenarios.

3.Vacuum vessel.

The engineering features incorparated into JUST device should allow
flexibility and officiency in addressing the tokamak program gols.

At the heart of the JUST - is D - shaped vacuum vessel. It should be
designed as a continuous resistive shell, to avoid problems inherent in electrical
breaks or bellows - type coustruction.

The design of a vacuum a vessel should answer the following requirements :
- used materials, the methods of design elements connection and internal
surface conditions should provide a basic pressure in the vessel less than
10-7 Pa;
- toroidal resistance must be sufficiency high ( 0 , 1 m Q ) to facilitate
plasma initiation;
- constant time of a vessel must be enough for maintenance of vertical
plasma stability (L / R~30 ms )
- the mechanical strength and stability of vacuum vessel should be saved
at effect of atmospheric pressure, and mechanical loads, arising at a plasma
cuurent disruption;
- the first wall of chamber should carry on a thermal power up to
0.3 MW/m2, and divertor targets - up to 2...4 MW/m2 ;
- the design should provide preparate technological heating up to 200 °C;
- diagnostic and technological ports in equatorial plane should provide
radial, vertical and toroidal views of the plasma and vessel interior and
connection of additional heating systems as well as access of a staff to an
interial elements of chamber;
- the chamber should have two toroidal divertor zones with following
dimentions: height - 1...1.5 m, width - 1...1.2 m with ports for divertor
targets service and for pumping.

A demountable vacuum chamber creation is allowed. It's general view is
shown on fig. 9. It must be designed as a modular construction one, and will be
consist from the following main parts (see fig. 10): central part (1), divertor
module (2), external part (3), and diagnostic ports belt (4) . The central part is
supposed to be executed from stainless steel of minimum thickness (2...3 mm) to
increase an ohmic resistance of a chamber. Whereas the central part of a chamber
adjoins to central part of a toroidal system (because of necissity to privide
required aspect ratio), a thermal lengthening of vacuum chamber's central part
during it operating is possible. For its indemnification in a zone of central part
and divertor module connection,as in axial as well as in radial directions, an
equalisers (5 ) in a king of ring-shape goffered membranes are allowed. Divertor
module is supposed to be executed from sections, representing threestrate cellular
designs ( fig. 11 ) 50...80 mm thickness. It should have elements for fastening
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Fig.9. JUST vacuum chamber. General view.
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Fig. 10. JUST vacuum chamber. Main elements.
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Fig. 11. Threestrate panel.
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replaceable divertor targets. A divertor module's volume is defined by proceeding
from a required divertor targets configuration and necessity to arrange them on
certain distance from plasma surface. The divertor module shell should be an
additional element of regidity as a ring edge for an external part of a chamber.
Divertor module should have 8... 12 pumping branchpipes (pos. 6, fig. 10). The
external part of vacuum chamber (pos. 2, fig. 10) should be executed from the
threestrate cellular panels 80 mm thickness as well. A soldered panels with outer
and inner casings from stainless steel and honeycomb structure from steel poil
between them are expected. The diagnostic ports belt is assumed as a thinsheet
edged design.

To maintain required ohmical resistance a number of the constructive
decisions in particular assembly of elements of the construction parts, separated
by dielectric linings is possible.The essential significance also has application in
design of cellular panels, which if having enough large bearing abilities have high
ohmical resistance in both meridianal, toroidal directions. So, the offered cellular
panals of general and thickness of 80 mm and with external and internal
environments till lmm,of bearing ability under external pressure are equivalent to
a continuous steel wall of thickness 30-35 mm, and as for ohmical vesistance to
tree mm environment. The design of a chamber should provide an opportunity of
installation from the external party of blocks of neutron protection or blanket.
On the whole the performed calculations show, that at given parameters of
elektromagnetic system the operation is of its most responsible of elements of it
will be executed when having significances, of density of current, temperature of
materials, speeds, quantity and distillate pressure in channels of cooling. It will
require during development and realization of additional researches on
breadboard models and styles with the purpose of refinement of really permittable
borders of specified parameters. Thus Russian experience in creation of super-
power the electrogenerators and domestic airspace technologies will be maximally
used.

Divertor

In JUST tokamak the concept of high enough divertor volume is accepted. This
allow to check a number of different divertor systems. The divertor sizes in
vertical directions are characterized by value hx-p - distance between X-point and
the divertor plates for the maximum plasma current. This value for JUST and for
large existing tokamaks JET and DIII-D is shown in Table 4.

Table 4
X-point - divertor plate distance in vertical direction
Tokamak
hX-P, m

DIII-D
0.3

JET
0.6 - 0.7

JUST
1.3- 1.5

It can be seen that hx-p for JUST case is much more than for DIII-D
tokamak (with the same value of major radius) and is about twice larger in
comparison with JET (R = 3 m). Besides, the length of the magnetic field lines
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(plasma - divertor) increases when aspect ratio decreases /!/. The last argument
also simplify the decision of the heat removal problem.

The value of power moved to each divertor zone of JUST (DN plasma
configuraton) is estimated as 6 MW. So for the standart variant of divertor the
specific heat flux pdiv can reach 20 MW/m2 (if plate is placed normal to the
separatrix) and 5-7 MW/m2 - for angle inclination 15 - 20 °.

In the configuration of "natural" divertor, the level of scrape of layer thickness
increasing can be 5 -10 near the plate. So pdiv can be significantly decreased
down to - 2-4 MW/m2 even for the normal flow relatively to the divertor plate.
There is the possibility of further relaxation of the specific heat flux due to neutral
gas presence in the divertor volume or by inclination of divertor plates.

In the result, it is allowable to check in JUST divertor systems as for very
intensive heat fluxes - 20 MW/m2 (standart divertor, plate is placed normal to the
separatrix), as for medium-to-low heat fluxes < 2 - 4 MW/m2 (natural divertor,
inclined plates).

Reactor aspects of JUST

At the beginning some notes about the place of JUST in the thermonuclear
programme. JUST is large, principal (may be main) step in the ST investigations.
During the JUST work it is supposed to give the decisive answer in relation to
limits of working regimes of ST (plasma confinement , plasma beta, fluxes). In
the more broad plan JUST represent polyfunctional stand for the working out:
different scenarios and regimes of plasma burn; perspective divertor systems and
materials for fusion. It is planned, under JUST design, usage a number of the
newest, but tested in industry, elaborations and technologies. The peculiarity of
JUST is in minimum cost and power site consumption for the solition of such
wide set of tasks.

In this respect JUST can occupy the unique place and it can be an important
stage in fusion investigations. But JUST is a large-scale step and only after
realization it will be possible the assurant extrapolations (specially for plasma beta
and confinement) for the tokamak-reactor.

Nevertheless, some opinion about ST-reactor can be formulated. Today the
following reactor applications of tokamaks are under actively discussions:
1. Volumetric neutron source for the material testing (note, that certain part of

this programme can be, in principle, realized already in JUST);
2. Hybrid (fission-fusion) thermonuclear plant;
3. Installation for nuclear wastes transmutation;
Pure thermonuclear plant.

There are reasons to suppose, that ST ideology is more adequately transformed
into the first three possibilities. Under this main reactor requirements must be
taken into account:
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1. It is necessary (in comparison with the experimental installation) to increase
significantly the availability coefficient up to the level Ka = 0.3 - 0.5 for
neutron sources and up to Ka = 0.7 - 0.8 - for power plants. So in JUST it is
necessary to devote the special attention to the stationary work regime
achievement (current drive systems, magnetic system, heat removal systems)
and to easy and fast rechanging of some elements (central kern, divertor
plates).

2. It is necessary placing between plasma boundary and toroidal field coil -
radiation shield ( at the inner leg) and blanket and shield - at the outer leg.
The inner shield thickness din is defined by maximum allowable fluence on the
insulation and by reasonable time for this fluence achieving. Is the time life of
internal kern is 2-3 years, djn is 35-40 CM for ceramic case with fluence ~ 1023

M"2 under the value of specific neutron flux ~ 1 MW/m2. For AI2O3 ceramics
it is possible to decrease the value of djn down to 0.2 m. Another variant is
in refusal from insulation usage in electric kern (single turn coils with parallel
feed) make it possible to decrease djn practically down to zero. The blanket
and shield thickness at outboard is ~ 1 m.

3. Because of blanket and shield presence in the outboard, external poloidal
system became to be placed far from the plasma. This can result in expedient
of superconductive external poloidal field coils usage. Besides, this situation
(high gap between plasma and coil) can lead to the some simplification of
external poloidal system and to the decreasing of the number of poloidal field
coils. In this case the special attention for the discharge scenario realisation
must be made.

The set of possible parameters of the neutron source with neutron wall load -
1 MW/m2 (about the same parameters are for hybrid power plant) on the base of
JUST approarch are shown in Table 5 in comparison with some other similar
projects. At that pos. 1 corresponds to the stand for the material testing with single
turn toroidal field coils and din=0.05 m /4/; pos. II - to the ST power plant by
Robinson's ideology / 8 / (START--> MAST-> 11); pos. Ill - to the installation for
the nuclear wastes transmutation by Peng's ideology /!/ and at, least, pos. IV -
to the variant of JUST type neutron source with inner shield thickness 20 sm.

Table 5
Design parameters of some ST reactors

Neutron wall load, MW/m2

Plasma major radius R, m
Plasma minor radius a, m
Aspect ratio A
Plasma current Ip, MA
Toroidal magnetic field on axis Bt, T
Fusion power PFUS, MW
Power of heating/CD, MW

I
2

0.8
0.5
1.6
9

30
30

II
2-4

1.3
30

3000

III
1

0.79
0.6
1.32
7.5
1.7
32
24

IV
1

2.5
1.67
1.5
26
1.9
360
30
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Conclusion

Concept of tocamak JUST (A~ 1.5, Ip >10 MA) multifunctional stand for
working out of physical modes (discharge scenarios, mode of burning, limits of
working plasma parameters), perspective divertor devices, realization of tests of
materials is stated at while having neutron and thermal loads.

Analysis has resulted in rough parameters of the unit:
R=1.7m; A =1.5; k = 2.5; BT o=1.34T; Ip = 10...14 MA,
PAUX

 = 15...20 MW; Q > 1 ( up to 2.5 and more ), tburn ~ 10 s.
Preliminary study of a design of tokamak has been fulfilled. Main ways of

its realization are determined. Thus, maximum widely usage of experience of a
Russian industry in creation a super-powerful electrogenerators and high
technologies of airspace complexes should be applied.
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